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powerA HIGHER

Inspired by nature in its truest form, to the sprouting of flora 
in the most unlikely places, amongst improbable circumstances, 

discover the latest Slouchyz’s collection named “The North”.
BY Tanja Beljanski 
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With a background in finance, Maryam attended the ESMOD 
institute in Berlin, where she specialized in pattern making. 
After that, she completed a post-graduate course at the 
University of the Arts in London. From a desire to design and 
to create craftsmanship through clothing, centered around 
thread-work, beading and hand-woven artistry, Maryam Al-
Selaich established the Slouchyz label in Dubai in 2008.

The Slouchyz Spring / Summer 2022 collection is 
named “The North”. The looks are inspired by nature in 
its truest form, to the sprouting of flora in the most unlikely 
places, amongst improbable circumstances. A devotion to 
the instinctive flow of the grains in plants, encompassing 
all elements of rebirth and resurrection in verdure — the 
enchanting occurrence over the spring solstice.

This season’s collection unfolds as a story of emancipation, 
with a deliverance of feminine nonchalance translated into 
relaxed silhouettes, composed of soft-spoken silks, raw cotton, 
lightweight organza, and tier-layered crepe ensembles. The 
collection’s color palette is drawn from elements of nature, with 
earth tones of soil brown, stone grey, milky sky blue, moss green 
& mist white.

The collection celebrates individuality, and introduces a 
new aesthetic to the brand — the capsule is composed of a 
variety of re-designed contemporary classics, comprising the 
brand’s modernized abayas, matching sets, assorted skirts, and 
signature wraps. A bold edit of remodeled pieces, in daring 
new color-ways, available with full coords of in the same tones 
— encompassing joy, and harmony of the senses. The season’s 
selection of styles is designed to break the rules, to revive 
everyday styles, to pop.

In a sustainable effort, Slouchyz focuses on using natural 
fibers, of raw silk, cotton, and crepes — with a natural dying all 
fabrics in-house. All Slouchyz pieces are delicately crafted and 
created in the UAE design studio, and ship locally as well as 
internationally. § 

@slouchyz | slouchyzmarket.com

“THIS collection WILL 
CENTER YOU — INSPIRED 

BY nature, IT WILL 
ENLIGHTEN YOU. IT WILL 
GUIDE YOU towards YOUR 

OWN north. THIS SEASON’S 
mood IS BOLD, IT FEELS 
CARE-FREE – THE pieces 
ARE BRIGHT AND FULL 

OF life. THE COLLECTION 
reflects A REBORN positivity, 
AND A renewed ENERGY — 

A HIGHER POWER.” 
– MARYAM AL-SELAICH
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